Direct mid-infrared femtosecond pulse shaping with a calomel acousto-optic programmable dispersive filter
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Direct amplitude and phase shaping of mid-infrared femtosecond pulses is realized with a calomel-based acousto-optic programmable dispersive filter transparent between 0.4 and 20 μm. The shaped pulse electric field is fully characterized with high accuracy, using chirped-pulse upconversion and time-encoded arrangement spectral phase interferometry for direct electric field reconstruction techniques. Complex mid-infrared pulse shapes at a center wavelength of 4.9 μm are generated with a spectral resolution of 14 cm⁻¹, which exceeds by a factor of 5 the reported experimental resolutions of calomel-based filters. © 2010 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 160.1050, 230.1040, 320.5540.

Recent developments of ultrafast mid-infrared (MIR) laser sources and pulse-shaping devices make a variety of new spectroscopic applications possible (see, e.g., discussion in [1,2]). For example, direct MIR pulse shaping was shown with a germanium acousto-optic modulator (Ge-AOM) integrated into a zero-dispersion optical delay line [3,4], and its applicability to ground-state coherent control and two-dimensional MIR spectroscopy has been demonstrated [2].

Here, we present an alternative method of direct pulse shaping in the MIR domain, which is based on acousto-optic programmable dispersive filter (AOPDF or Dazzler) technology previously available only for near-infrared (NIR) [5], visible (VIS) [6], and UV [7]. Extension to the MIR has been proposed recently by Tournois [8]. This extension was made possible by advances in growing and processing of mercury halide materials, such as calomel [9–11].

AOPDFs are based on the acousto-optic effect in a collinear-beam geometry to selectively diffract spectral components of the incoming ultrashort pulse with desired group delays and amplitudes [12]. The advantage of this geometry is an extended interaction length and thus a high diffraction efficiency, a wide time aperture, and a high spectral resolution [13,14].

The time aperture τmax of an AOPDF pulse shaper can be expressed in the following way:

$$\tau_{\text{max}} = \frac{L(n_{gd} - n_{gi})}{c},$$

(1)

where L is the interaction length, n_{gd} and n_{gi} are the group indices of the incident and diffracted waves, respectively, and c is the speed of light in vacuum.

The spectral resolution of an acousto-optic device is related to the time aperture by the time–bandwidth product and is given by [12]

$$\delta \nu = \frac{0.8}{c\tau_{\text{max}}},$$

(2)

where δν is the minimum linewidth in cm⁻¹.

Paratellurite crystals employed in VIS and NIR AOPDFs are limited by their transparency range to wavelengths below 4 μm. Calomel (mercurous chloride, Hg₂Cl₂) has a transparency range between 0.4 and 20 μm, a high acousto-optic figure of merit, a low acoustic velocity, and a high birefringence [9]. It is, thus, an ideal candidate for an AOPDF in the MIR range. We report the realization and preliminary experimental demonstration of such a device. Although acousto-optic filters using calomel have been previously reported [11], this is, to the best of our knowledge, the first report of a calomel AOPDF, i.e., using the collinear-beam geometry for ultrafast pulse shaping.

The experimental setup is sketched in Fig. 1. Pulses with a spectral FWHM of 0.3 μm centered at 4.9 μm
are generated in a two-stage optical parametric amplifier with subsequent difference frequency mixing. The MIR pulses traverse the calomel crystal along with an acoustic wave shaped by an arbitrary wave-function generator. Both the optical and the acoustic beam have a diameter of 2 mm and propagate collinearly in the crystal at an angle of 17.3° to the optical axis. The central frequency of the acoustic wave corresponding to an optical wavelength of 4.9 μm is 6.8 MHz. The propagation length in the crystal is 18.3 mm, yielding acoustic and optical time windows of 22.5 μs and 2.5 ps, respectively, which allows for the programmable group-velocity dispersion of up to 10^6 fs² for the pulses used in the experiment. This particular geometry was chosen to minimize losses due to reflection, which are about 14% at the input face (s polarized) and 5% at the output face (p polarized). In the future, use of antireflection coatings will reduce optical losses to a few percent. The acoustic propagation time of 22.5 μs limits the maximum repetition rate of the AOPDF operation to 44 kHz.

The nondiffracted and diffracted optical beams are separated by an angle of 4.7° at the output of the crystal, allowing geometrical separation of the diffracted beam without resorting to polarization selectivity. Either the transmitted (for calibration purposes) or the diffracted beam (whose polarization is perpendicular to the one of the transmitted beam and is rotated back by a tunable MIR wave plate) is upconverted with a chirped 800 nm pulse to the VIS spectral regime and analyzed in a spectrometer with a CCD camera (Fig. 1). The shaped MIR pulses are fully characterized by time-encoded arrangement spectral phase interferometry for direct electric field reconstruction (TEA-SPIDER). The MIR spectra are corrected for the chirp of the 800 nm pulse; calibration is done directly in the MIR using narrow atmospheric absorption lines.

With a monochromatic acoustic wave, a single-point diffraction efficiency of 40% is observed. The corresponding minimum spectral resolution for the diffracted pulses is 14 cm⁻¹ FWHM in intensity, which approaches the theoretical value of 11 cm⁻¹. This result is an improvement of more than a factor of 5 with respect to previously reported performances of calomel-based conventional acousto-optic filters that did not incorporate the collinear-beam configuration design. Figure 2(b) shows diffracted spectra, each one obtained with a narrowband Gaussian-shaped acoustic wave at a different frequency (solid curves) superimposed with the diffracted spectrum obtained with a broadband acoustic pulse (dashed curve, magnified 17 times). Gaussian-shaped acoustic pulses are used here instead of monochromatic acoustic waves in order to increase the spectral contrast of the isolated pulses at the expense of the spectral resolution. Narrow spectral dips correspond to water vapor absorption. FWHM of the observed spectra is about 16 cm⁻¹.

If two identical but temporally delayed acoustic pulses are applied, two delayed optical pulses are generated and their spectrum exhibits spectral interference. Figure 2(c) shows the spectral fringes resulting from the interference of two diffracted pulses created by an acoustic double pulse separated by 20 μs (corresponds to 2.22 ps optical delay). One can distinguish 23 peaks within a 30 dB dynamic range (1:10⁻³) spanning through 340 cm⁻¹, thus yielding a resolution of 14 cm⁻¹. To illustrate the amplitude-shaping capability, a spectrally separated pulse sequence is created: a broadband acoustic pulse that diffracts all MIR frequencies is followed by three acoustic pulses delayed by 13 μs, 9 μs, and 5 μs, which diffract only the low-, middle-, and high-frequency parts of the spectrum, respectively. Thus, an interference pattern arises for which the fringe spacing is different in the three spectral regions.

The pulse-shaping capacity of the AOPDF is limited to the available time window, that is to 2.5 ps for the device used here. A series of phase-modulated acoustic waves is loaded into the calomel crystal in order to quantitatively compare the programmed phase to phase measurements. Calibration of the acoustic-to-optic frequency ratio required for calculation of polynomial phase coefficients was performed by scanning the acoustic frequency and detecting the corresponding frequency of the diffracted light. Experimental data obtained for polynomial spectral phase functions are presented in Fig. 3, with an intensity-weighted mean group delay and an absolute phase at central frequency subtracted from both applied and measured phase functions. The desired optical phase encoded into the acoustic wave agrees well with the phase determined by TEA-SPIDER. The phase error is calculated as an rms of the variation of phase difference weighted by the spectral density. The quality of the phase reconstruction was verified by the accuracy criterion (ε > 0.1 rad is “poor” and ε < 0.02 rad is “very good”) derived in [18], yielding excellent results for MIR pulse shaping, as evidenced by the corresponding ε values given in Fig. 3.

The key advantages of the AOPDF pulse shapers are their simplicity and compactness, as well as absence of angular spatio-temporal coupling. The footprint of
the mounted acousto-optic crystal and accompanying electric matching circuit is only 4 by 6 cm. It is inserted directly in the optical setup into the MIR beam path and requires minimum alignment.

Pulse-shaping capabilities of the device tested here are somewhat inferior to those reported for Ge-AOM [2]; e.g., the experimentally observed optical time window is only 2.2 ps for the calomel-AOPDF, whereas it is 13 ps for the Ge-AOM-based shaper. The same is true for the resolution: about 30 nm at 4.9 μm for the calomel-AOPDF and 5 nm for the Ge-AOM-based shaper. For comparison, the resolution demonstrated by the same authors for the pulse shaping via parametric transfer is 50 nm at 4.9 μm [2]. It should be noted, however, that the full potential provided by the extreme birefringence of calomel single crystal (nge − ngo up to 0.55 at 4.9 μm) was not exploited in the present work, and the corresponding experiments are underway now.

Taking into account the reflection and absorption losses, single-point throughput of the calomel-AOPDF is about 30%, which is comparable to the performance reported for the Ge-AOM-based shaper [3]. Unlike the zero-dispersion line-based shapers, AOPDF diffraction efficiency scales inversely with the number of diffracted points. This effect could be compensated by increasing the applied acoustic power, as is done in commercially available devices for the VIS and NIR range. In the device tested here, however, the maximum acoustic power in the crystal was not sufficient to increase diffraction efficiency; hence, the total throughput of the MIR pulse (340 nm or 23 resolution points) was only about 1%.

In conclusion, direct amplitude and phase shaping of ultrashort MIR pulses by means of a calomel-AOPDF was demonstrated. Complex pulse shapes were generated and fully characterized with high accuracy, exemplifying the versatility of the device. Technological studies are in progress to improve the diffraction efficiency and the spectral resolution. Prospective applications comprise selective ground-state photochemistry, two-dimensional MIR spectroscopy, or even the manipulation of MIR near-field effects in nanophotonics.
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